Faculty of Arts and Sciences Senate Meeting
Thursday, February 17, 2021
Via Zoom

AGENDA

CLOSED SESSION 3:30 PM – 4:00 PM (Senators only)
1) Announcements (Horsley)
   a) Celebrating some wins for the FAS Senate (Horsley)
   b) Governance report next steps (Horsley/Jaynes)
2) Discussion on Senate Statement principles

OPEN SESSION 4:00 PM – 5:30 PM
3) Approval of previous minutes
4) Faculty discussion: Looking beyond COVID surges: What is the new “normal” for teaching and research in the FAS?
5) FAS Diversity initiatives – Dean Larry Gladney
6) Sustainable Yale: Yale Carbon Charge – Casey R. Pickett (Yale Carbon Charge director). Background information here. In conjunction with its pledge to eliminate carbon emissions from campus operations by 2050, Yale is modifying its internal carbon charge. Beginning in FY23, Yale will use revenue collected from the carbon charge as one important source of funding for the investments required to eliminate emissions of carbon from campus.
7) Adjournment